
PE 
 
PE lessons will be on Mondays.  
 
On PE days, children should arrive at school wearing their PE 
kits. This will be trainers and jogging bottoms.  Earrings and 
watches must not be worn for PE and long hair must be tied 
back.  
 
Due to Covid-19 we will  be holding PE outdoors for the foresee-
able future. As the term progresses, the weather will grow 
colder and colder, so please ensure your child is dressed appro-
priately for outdoor PE.  
 

 
Useful websites: 
 
https://ttrockstars.com/  Keep working on those times tables. 
Aim to use the website at least three times a week at home.  
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize  Great for all subjects.  
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/year-groups/year-3 This website 
was created during lockdown and provide full lessons. Great for 
if you are unsure on a topic or want extra learning to do at 
home!  
 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/  Lots of fun games.  
 
https://www.purplemash.com/sch/birds  Don’t forget about 
Purple Mash! We will set homework tasks on here so keep 
checking.  
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English 
We will be focussing on non-
fiction writing this half-term—
use bees and honey to start 
with, finishing with a focus on 
our history learning on railways.  
In reading—we will be continuing 
to develop our inference, re-
trieval, vocabulary, prediction 
and summarising skills.  

Maths 
We will be exploring how we use different measures, focus-
sing on weight and understanding Kg and g, and capacity and 
understanding L and Ml.  
Alongside this, we will be working to secure understanding of 
multiplying and dividing 2 and 3-digit numbers with a 1
number. Finally, we will also work to secure understanding of 
shape and fractions. 

Art 
We will be working to paint a 
railway themed picture in the 
style of Piet Mondrian and John 
Austin Night Scot, whilst explor-
ing their art work and themes.  

History and Geography 
We start this half-term by learning about 
the water-cycle as part of the recovery 
curriculum.  
Then, we will move onto looking at an 
event in British history that has brought 
about rapid change; notably, the advent of 
the railways.  

PE 
We will continue to de-
velop our hockey skills 
and then move onto 
learning how to play 
touch-rugby—focussing 
on passing and receiving 
a ball in rugby. 

Music
Singing in French and 
exploring pitch and 
beat within music. 
 
Computing
Building spreadsheet 
and showing how we can 
use data using comput-
ers. 
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sing on weight and understanding Kg and g, and capacity and 
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digit numbers with a 1-digit 
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Science—How does your garden 
grow? 
We will continue to develop our skills as 
scientists as we look more into the world 
of plants, including understating how 
plants work, naming their parts, looking at 
the role of insects in germination and car-
rying out investigations, like asking what 
happens if a plant loses its leaves. 
 

French  
We will grow our understanding of French  
by learning how to describe ourselves, 
our family and also naming the days of 
the week.  

RE and PSHE 
 
RE— Exploring places of worship, their 
importance to religious believers and how 
they worship. Then, we will look at reli-
gious leaders and their role in their faith 
communities.    
 
PSHE — Exploring our relationships with 
other people by looking at other families, 
what good friendships look like, dealing 
with arguments and being a part of a com-
munity.  

Music 
Singing in French and 
exploring pitch and 
beat within music.  
 
Computing 
Building spreadsheet 
and showing how we can 
use data using comput-
ers.  


